The high-pressure behaviour of LiCrO 2 , a compound isostructural to the battery compound LiCoO 2 , has been investigated by synchrotron-based angle-dispersive X-ray powder diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and resistance measurements up to 41, 30, and 10 Gpa, respectively. The stability of the layered structured compound on a triangular lattice with R-3m space group is confirmed in all three measurements up to the highest pressure reached. The dependence of lattice parameters and unit-cell volume with pressure has been determined from the structural refinements of X-ray diffraction patterns that are used to extract the axial compressibilities and bulk modulus by means of Birch-Murnaghan equation-of-state fits. The pressure coefficients for the two Raman-active modes, A 1g and E g , and their mode-Grüneisen parameters are reported. The electrical resistance measurements indicate that pressure has little influence in the resistivity up to 10 GPa. The obtained results for the vibrational and structural properties of LiCrO 2 under pressure are in line with the published results of the similar studies on the related compounds. Research work reported in this article contributes significantly to enhance the understanding on the structural and mechanical properties of LiCrO 2 and related lithium compounds.
Introduction
Layered ABO 2 transition-metal oxides, where A (B) is an alkali or noble metal (3d transition metal), have attracted considerable interest due to the wide variety of attributes that are exhibited by them [1] [2] [3] [4] . The major crystal structures adopted by these compounds is either delafossite or α−NaFeO 2 -type structure, which belong to space group R-3m. In both the structures each element forms a triangular lattice, which follows the stacking arrangement along the c-axis in the sequence B 3+ -O 2--A + -O 2-. Difference in the stacking configuration of O 2--A + -O 2-layers distinguishes the two crystal structures. The delafossite structure has a straight stacking, while a zigzag stacking is favoured in α−NaFeO 2 [5] . The compounds with A as noble metal (Cu, Ag, Au) adopt the delafossite structure, forming a family of materials showing a rare combination of electrical conductivity and optical transparency widely known as transparent conducting oxides [6, 7] . These compounds find a plethora of technological 2 of 18 functions in devices requiring transparent contacts such as solar cells [8] , light-emitting diodes [9] , and liquid-crystal displays [10] . On the other hand, compounds with A as alkali metal (Li, Na, K) crystallize in the α−NaFeO 2 structure. Their study is largely driven by the immense importance of these materials in the electrochemical industry [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Particularly, the compounds containing lithium have been extensively investigated as cathode materials for lithium-ion batteries, due to their high lithium storage capacity, rate performances, and durability [16] . The first commercialized cathode material, LiCoO 2 , which is used in the lithium batteries, still dominates the market of portable electronic appliances due to its high volumetric density and excellent lithium intercalation properties [17] . LiCrO 2 , a compound isostructural to LiCoO 2 , though, shows a poor reversible lithium intercalation; however, the interest in this compound is due to its multiple electron transfer nature during electrochemical reactions and its large lithium-storage capacity [18] . Furthermore, the addition of a small amount of Cr to many LiBO 2 layered materials has shown to induce a drastic enhancement of the electrochemical properties [19] . Reducing the grain size of LiCrO 2 also results in the enhancement of the lithium-storage capacity [20, 21] .
Other than industrially driven research on alkali-metal based compounds, fundamental research on these materials has developed in parallel. The nickelates, chromates, and cobaltates have been the subject of numerous studies, mainly because of their exotic magnetic properties coupled with interesting phase transitions [22] [23] [24] [25] . The properties of a material are linked with its crystal structure and they can be tuned by subjecting the material to various thermodynamic variables such as pressure and/or temperature [26] . A few high-pressure studies carried out on delafossite-structured compounds have shown interesting structural behaviour [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . However, the study of the stability of layered α−NaFeO 2 -type compounds under pressure is sparse. Based upon first-principles calculations, a structural phase transition to a cubic phase was proposed to exist in LiCoO 2 at 3 GPa [32] . However, more recent X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopic, and theoretical studies show the stability of this compound up to 26 GPa [33] . On the other hand, recent report of high-pressure investigations on lithium titanate has revealed the improved electrical conductivity of the compound under pressure suggesting its possible uses in the future development of lithium batteries [34] .
In the case of LiCrO 2 , after a broad literature search we concluded that the structural stability of LiCrO 2 against compression has not been explored so far. In this work, we report the influence of pressure at ambient temperature on the structural, vibrational, and electrical properties of LiCrO 2 . These properties were investigated by synchrotron X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and electrical resistance measurements up to 41, 30 , and 10 Gpa, respectively. All three techniques indicate the stability of the ambient crystal structure up to the highest pressure reached in three measurements. The structural details of the ambient rhombohedral phase have been determined at various pressures. The axial compressibility, inter-atomic bond distances, polyhedral compressibility, and isothermal (300 K) P-V equation of state (EOS) of the ambient-pressure phase of LiCrO 2 are reported. The pressure dependence of two expected Raman modes, along with their Gruneisen parameter, has been obtained.
Experimental Section

Sample Synthesis and Characterization
Polycrystalline sample of LiCrO 2 was prepared by solid state reaction route using high purity Li 2 CO 3 and Cr 2 O 3 (99.9% purity, Alfa Aesar), taken in 1:1 ratio by weight. The two oxides are meticulously mixed in pestle and mortar, uniaxially compressed into pellets of 13 mm diameter and 5 mm height, and exposed to initial heat treatment at 850 • C for 24 h in programmable resistive furnace, followed by another heating cycle at 1100 • C for 24 h. The resultant product was checked employing X-ray diffraction (angle dispersive mode) using a rotating anode generator with molybdenum target as X-ray source (λ = 0.7107 Å) and Raman spectroscopy (λ = 532 nm laser) for the confirmation of its single phase formation.
LiCrO 2 single crystals were grown by the flux method. The growth was started from a mixture of 0.065 mol of Li 2 CO 3 , 0.014 mol of PbO, 0.034 mol of B 2 O 3 , and 0.22 mol of Cr 2 O 3 , which was heated at 1300 • C and then slowly cooled down to 800 • C and subsequently naturally cooled down to room temperature. After separating the crystals from the flux, their crystal structure and purity were confirmed with powder X-ray diffraction (λ = 1.5406 Å).
High Pressure Measurements
X-ray Diffraction
Powder X-ray diffraction measurements in an Angle-dispersive configuration were carried out at the MSPD-BL04 beamline of the ALBA synchrotron source. A membrane-type diamond-anvil cell (DAC) equipped with 350-µm culet diamonds was used for compressing the sample. Fine particles of the sample with a few Cu grains (to serve as in-situ pressure standard [35] ) and Ne, as pressure-transmitting medium, were loaded into a sample chamber made from stainless steel metal gasket with a centred hole of 150 µm in diameter. The gasket was previously pre-indented to a thickness of 50 µm. Special care was taken while loading the sample in the sample chamber to reduce the possibility of the sample bridging the diamonds, which may induce unwanted large pressure gradients in the sample [36, 37] . X-ray powder patterns at different pressures were collected using monochromatic X-rays (λ = 0.4246 Å) that were focused to 15 × 15 µm 2 . Images of the X-ray diffraction rings were recorded on a Rayonix CCD detector. The sample to detector distance, together with the detector orientation and other calibration parameters, were calculated using the diffraction pattern of LaB 6 as standard and the FIT2d software [38] . This software was also used to transform the two-dimensional (2D) diffraction images to one-dimensional (1D) intensity vs. two theta diffraction patterns. The structural analysis was performed with GSAS [39] .
Raman Spectroscopy
Two independent data sets of Raman measurements at different laboratories were carried out at several pressures. Both the data sets were collected in back-scattering geometry. In first data set, collected up to 15 GPa on the polycrystalline sample, a Mao-Bell-type DAC, with 16:3:1 methanol-ethanol-water mixture (MEW) as pressure-transmitting medium, was employed. The Raman measurements were performed using a 532 nm laser (5 mW). The spectra were collected using a single monochromator coupled with an edge filter and a thermoelectric-cooled Charge Coupled Devices (CCD). The spectral resolution was 3 cm −1 . In the second data set collected up to 30 GPa on a single crystal, a membrane-type DAC, with Ne as pressure-transmitting medium was used. Raman spectra were excited using a 632.8 nm laser (10 mW). The experimental setup was home-built using a confocal microscope, an edge filter, a single spectrometer, and a thermoelectric-cooled CCD. The spectral resolution of this setup is better than 2 cm −1 . In both sets of measurements, the ruby fluorescence technique [40] was used for in-situ pressure calibration.
Electrical Resistance
Electrical resistance measurements up to a maximum pressure of 10 GPa were made using an opposed Bridgman anvil set-up with 12-mm diameter tungsten carbide anvils [41] that is mounted in a hydraulic press. A pair of pyrophyllite gaskets, with a thickness 200 µm each, and with a central hole of 3 mm in diameter, was employed as the pressure chamber. Steatite was used as a pressure-transmitting medium. Pressure was determined by calibrating the high pressure assembly with the known phase transitions of bismuth. A rectangular piece of the sample cut from the well compacted powdered sample, with 2 mm × 1.5 mm × 0.1 mm in size, was used for resistance (four contacts) measurements [42] . A constant current was applied to the sample by means of the outer leads by using a Keithley current source. The voltage drop was measured using a Keithley nano-voltmeter. The measurements were performed at each pressure with two minutes of pressure stabilization time. In this structure, the Li atoms are surrounded by edge-sharing oxygen octahedral units, separated by triangular planes of Cr atoms, which makes the compound a two-dimensional (2D) triangular antiferromagnet, isostructural with the common battery material LiCoO2 [43] . Cr atoms are also surrounded by six oxygen atoms. The volume of the lithium octahedron is larger than that of the chromium octahedron. An X-ray diffraction pattern measured at ambient conditions and the Rietveld refinement of the data are shown in Figure 2 . All of the observed diffraction peaks could be fitted with the rhombohedral structure (space group R-3m). This confirms the single phase formation of the compound. The refined lattice parameters are a = 2.8941(3) Å and c = 14.391(3) Å. The corresponding unit-cell volume is V = 104.38(2) Å 3 , which is in excellent agreement with the value reported in the literature [44] . In this structure, the Li atoms are surrounded by edge-sharing oxygen octahedral units, separated by triangular planes of Cr atoms, which makes the compound a two-dimensional (2D) triangular antiferromagnet, isostructural with the common battery material LiCoO 2 [43] . Cr atoms are also surrounded by six oxygen atoms. The volume of the lithium octahedron is larger than that of the chromium octahedron. An X-ray diffraction pattern measured at ambient conditions and the Rietveld refinement of the data are shown in Figure 2 . All of the observed diffraction peaks could be fitted with the rhombohedral structure (space group R-3m). This confirms the single phase formation of the compound. The refined lattice parameters are a = 2.8941(3) Å and c = 14.391(3) Å. The corresponding unit-cell volume is V = 104.38(2) Å 3 , which is in excellent agreement with the value reported in the literature [44] . The ambient pressure volume of LiCrO2 is nearly 8% larger than in the isostructural compound LiCoO2. The Wyckoff positions for Li, Cr and oxygen atoms are 3b (0, 0, 0.5), 3a (0, 0, 0), and 6c (0, 0, z), respectively. The only free parameter is the z parameter of the oxygen atoms. The refined value is 0.7433(5). R-factors of the refinement are Rp = 4.54% and wRp = 6.17% (Table 1) . The ambient pressure volume of LiCrO 2 is nearly 8% larger than in the isostructural compound LiCoO 2. The Wyckoff positions for Li, Cr and oxygen atoms are 3b (0, 0, 0.5), 3a (0, 0, 0), and 6c (0, 0, z), respectively. The only free parameter is the z parameter of the oxygen atoms. The refined value is 0.7433(5). R-factors of the refinement are R p = 4.54% and wR p = 6.17% (Table 1) . Using group-theory analysis, the total irreducible representation for the zone centre optic modes of LiCrO 2 is obtained as A 1g + 2A 2u + E g + 2E u . Among them, two modes (A 1g and E g ) are Raman active [45, 46] . For the A 1g mode, the atomic shift of oxygen atoms is along the c-axis, whereas the E g mode corresponds to vibrations in perpendicular directions. The Raman spectra measured for the polycrystalline sample of LiCrO 2 is shown in Figure 3 . The two Raman active modes E g and A 1g appear at 456 and 589 cm −1 , respectively, and matches well with the previously reported values [46] . Using group-theory analysis, the total irreducible representation for the zone centre optic modes of LiCrO2 is obtained as A1g+ 2A2u + Eg + 2Eu. Among them, two modes (A1g and Eg) are Raman active [45, 46] . For the A1g mode, the atomic shift of oxygen atoms is along the c-axis, whereas the Eg mode corresponds to vibrations in perpendicular directions. The Raman spectra measured for the polycrystalline sample of LiCrO2 is shown in Figure 3 . The two Raman active modes Eg and A1g appear at 456 and 589 cm -1 , respectively, and matches well with the previously reported values [46] . The Raman spectrum did not show any shoulder peaks of the Eg mode, which are usually associated to the presence of Li vacancies in the material [45] . This observation is consistent with the formation of a stoichiometric compound. The experimental reported value of Eg and A1g modes for the isostructural compound LiCoO2 are 486 and 595 cm −1 ( Table 2 ) [33] . The two modes in this compound are reported to be predominantly Co-O stretching and O-Co-O bending motions, which are supported by Li isotope substitution experiments as well as a comparison to the isostructural The Raman spectrum did not show any shoulder peaks of the E g mode, which are usually associated to the presence of Li vacancies in the material [45] . This observation is consistent with the formation of a stoichiometric compound. The experimental reported value of E g and A 1g modes for the isostructural compound LiCoO 2 are 486 and 595 cm −1 (Table 2 ) [33] . The two modes in this compound are reported to be predominantly Co-O stretching and O-Co-O bending motions, which are supported by Li isotope substitution experiments as well as a comparison to the isostructural compound NaCoO 2. In this compound, the E g and A 1g Raman modes are at 486 and 586 cm −1 , respectively [47] . Notice that by substituting sodium for lithium, the E g mode does not shift in frequency within experimental resolution. On the other hand, the frequency change of the A 1g mode is quite small. These two facts prove that in ABO 2 compounds with NaFeO 2 -type structure, A 1g and E g frequencies depend predominantly on B cation. In the case of LiCrO 2 , the E g mode has a lower frequency (456 cm −1 ), which corresponds to a weaker restoring force for vibrations of the chromate units than in the cobaltate units due to the larger ionic radii of Cr 3+ as compared to the compounds having Co 3+ at B site. In the case of LiNiO 2 , another isostructural compound with LiCrO 2, the E g and A 1g mode frequencies are 465 and 545 cm −1 , respectively [48] . Figure 4 shows the raw 2D image from the CCD detector that was collected at 7.3 GPa. This raw image is representative of the measurement and illustrates the good quality of our data, information which is lost in a standard one dimensional integrated pattern. The evolution of diffraction patterns of LiCrO 2 as the pressure is increased is shown in Figure 5a , whereas in Figure 5b a few XRD diffraction patterns collected while pressure unloading is depicted. As marked in the figure, not only the diffraction peaks from LiCrO 2 are present. There are also two peaks from the copper used as in-situ pressure calibrant. All of the diffraction peaks assigned to the sample are unequivocally indexed with the ambient-pressure rhombohedral structure.
High-Pressure Studies
On increasing the pressure, there are no qualitative changes observed in the diffraction patterns. Only shifting of all the peaks to higher angles is found, which is caused by the lattice compression. This evolution of XRD patterns continues until the highest pressure of 41.2 GPa is reached in the present measurements. Similar to CuAlO 2 and CuGaO 2 delaffosites [30, 49] , in LiCrO 2 also the intensity of the (00k) Bragg peaks and width of the reflections are affected by pressure. However the absence of any extra diffraction peaks indicates the structural stability of the studied material under compression. Refinements of all the diffraction patterns that were collected at various pressures were carried out to obtain the evolution of lattice parameters as a function of pressure. Due to the presence of Cu (111) reflection close to the (104) reflection from the sample, the refinements were carried out by masking these two peaks. Note that Cu being cubic (space group F-3m), the refinement of a single peak, Cu (200) can be used to determine the pressure. For the diffraction patterns up to 21.8 GPa, a Rietveld refinement was carried out, however, due to texture in the diffraction peaks beyond this pressure, only a profile refinement was carried out above 21.8 GPa. This is sufficient to obtain the correct lattice parameters and cell volume.
which is lost in a standard one dimensional integrated pattern. The evolution of diffraction patterns of LiCrO2 as the pressure is increased is shown in Figure 5a , whereas in Figure 5b a few XRD diffraction patterns collected while pressure unloading is depicted. As marked in the figure, not only the diffraction peaks from LiCrO2 are present. There are also two peaks from the copper used as in-situ pressure calibrant. All of the diffraction peaks assigned to the sample are unequivocally indexed with the ambient-pressure rhombohedral structure. On increasing the pressure, there are no qualitative changes observed in the diffraction patterns. Only shifting of all the peaks to higher angles is found, which is caused by the lattice compression. This evolution of XRD patterns continues until the highest pressure of 41.2 GPa is reached in the present measurements. Similar to CuAlO2 and CuGaO2 delaffosites [30, 49] , in LiCrO2 also the intensity of the (00k) Bragg peaks and width of the reflections are affected by pressure. However the absence of any extra diffraction peaks indicates the structural stability of the studied material under compression. Refinements of all the diffraction patterns that were collected at various pressures were carried out to obtain the evolution of lattice parameters as a function of pressure. Due to the presence of Cu (111) reflection close to the (104) reflection from the sample, the refinements were carried out by masking these two peaks. Note that Cu being cubic (space group F-3m), the refinement of a single peak, Cu (200) can be used to determine the pressure. For the diffraction patterns up to 21.8 GPa, a Rietveld refinement was carried out, however, due to texture in the diffraction peaks beyond this pressure, only a profile refinement was carried out above 21.8 GPa. This is sufficient to obtain the correct lattice parameters and cell volume. Similar quality of fittings was obtained for all of the pressure points. Structural information at selected pressures and the R-factors of the structural refinements are given in Table 1 . Various bond distances are also included in the table 1. In Figure 7 , we present the lattice parameters a and c, and the c/a ratio versus pressure. Error bars in both the axes and the axial ratio have also been plotted along with the determined results. From these data, the isothermal compressibility along the c-and a-axes is estimated to be 5.6 × 10 −3 (3 × 10 −4 ) and 1.24 × 10 −3 (4 × 10 −5 ) GPa −1 , respectively. The numbers in the parenthesis represent the estimated error in the fitting. The values of the axial compressibilities indicate a highly anisotropic behaviour of LiCrO2. The c-axis is more than four times as compressible as the a-axis. This behaviour is opposite to the one observed in delafossites, where the c-axis is significantly less compressible than the a-axis. The anisotropic compression that was observed in the axes could be related to the layered framework of the crystal structure. In particular, to the large compressibility of the Li-O bonds formed between layers of CrO6 octahedral units as will be discussed in the next section. Similar quality of fittings was obtained for all of the pressure points. Structural information at selected pressures and the R-factors of the structural refinements are given in Table 1 . Various bond distances are also included in the Table 1 . In Figure 7 , we present the lattice parameters a and c, and the c/a ratio versus pressure. Error bars in both the axes and the axial ratio have also been plotted along with the determined results. From these data, the isothermal compressibility along the cand a-axes is estimated to be 5.6 × 10 −3 (3 × 10 −4 ) and 1.24 × 10 −3 (4 × 10 −5 ) GPa −1 , respectively. The numbers in the parenthesis represent the estimated error in the fitting. The values of the axial compressibilities indicate a highly anisotropic behaviour of LiCrO 2 . The c-axis is more than four times as compressible as the a-axis. This behaviour is opposite to the one observed in delafossites, where the c-axis is significantly less compressible than the a-axis. The anisotropic compression that was observed in the axes could be related to the layered framework of the crystal structure. In particular, to the large As shown in Figure 1 , the structure of LiCrO2 along the c-axis can be seen as stacked layers of LiO6-CrO6-LiO6-CrO6.... octahedral units. At ambient conditions (Figure 1 ), LiO6 and CrO6 polyhedral units are very slightly distorted with two types of bond distances. The average lithium-oxygen bond length (2.113 Å) in the LiO6 octahedron is 5% larger than the average Cr-O bond length (2.003Å) in the CrO6 octahedron, with their respective polyhedral volume as 12.51 Å 3 and 10.69 Å 3 . A deeper insight on the influence of pressure on the crystal structure of LiCrO2 can be obtained from a quantitative comparison of the polyhedral compression [50] . In Figure 8 , we have plotted the evolution of various bond distances and normalized polyhedral volume of LiO6 and CrO6, along with the overall cell volume with pressure. As shown in Figure 1 , the structure of LiCrO 2 along the c-axis can be seen as stacked layers of LiO 6 -CrO 6 -LiO 6 -CrO 6 .... octahedral units. At ambient conditions (Figure 1 ), LiO 6 and CrO 6 polyhedral units are very slightly distorted with two types of bond distances. The average lithium-oxygen bond length (2.113 Å) in the LiO 6 octahedron is 5% larger than the average Cr-O bond length (2.003Å) in the CrO 6 octahedron, with their respective polyhedral volume as 12.51 Å 3 and 10.69 Å 3 . A deeper insight on the influence of pressure on the crystal structure of LiCrO 2 can be obtained from a quantitative comparison of the polyhedral compression [50] . In Figure 8 , we have plotted the evolution of various bond distances and normalized polyhedral volume of LiO 6 and CrO 6 , along with the overall cell volume with pressure. The data clearly indicates the compression of LiO6 polyhedron, whereas the CrO6 polyhedron expands. However, as can be seen in the figure, the overall effect of pressure on the crystal structure is the reduction of cell volume. The observed phenomenon could be related with the fact that the compressibility of Li-O bonds in α-Li2O with bulk modulus 75 GPa [51] is much larger when compared to Cr-O bonds in Cr2O which is having a bulk modulus of 205 GPa [51] . In case of LiCrO2, the compressibility of Li-O bonds is additionally favored by the fact that the Li-O bond length (2.113 Å) is 5% larger than the same bonds in Li2O (1.996 Å). Consequently, since the position of Li and Cr atoms are fixed by the crystal symmetry, to compress the Li-O bonds, the oxygen atom moves along the z direction towards the Li atoms (change of Oz coordinate), resulting in the reduction of LiO6 unit. Another factor contributing towards the large shrinking of LiO6 unit could be due to the fact that, under compression, alkali metals (especially lithium) are highly compressible, due to the presence of the s electron in its outer shell. As can be seen in the figure, since the oxygen atom is The data clearly indicates the compression of LiO 6 polyhedron, whereas the CrO 6 polyhedron expands. However, as can be seen in the figure, the overall effect of pressure on the crystal structure is the reduction of cell volume. The observed phenomenon could be related with the fact that the compressibility of Li-O bonds in α-Li 2 O with bulk modulus 75 GPa [51] is much larger when compared to Cr-O bonds in Cr 2 O which is having a bulk modulus of 205 GPa [51] . In case of LiCrO 2 , the compressibility of Li-O bonds is additionally favored by the fact that the Li-O bond length (2.113 Å) is 5% larger than the same bonds in Li 2 O (1.996 Å). Consequently, since the position of Li and Cr atoms are fixed by the crystal symmetry, to compress the Li-O bonds, the oxygen atom moves along the z direction towards the Li atoms (change of Oz coordinate), resulting in the reduction of LiO 6 unit. Another factor contributing towards the large shrinking of LiO 6 unit could be due to the fact that, under compression, alkali metals (especially lithium) are highly compressible, due to the presence of the s electron in its outer shell. As can be seen in the figure, since the oxygen atom is moving towards the lithium, it results in the increase of Cr-O distance. Additionally, Cr being a transition metals, is quite uncompressible, due to the presence of d electrons, therefore it does not contribute enough to the overall compression of CrO 6 units. Since our X-ray diffraction results indicates the absence of any structural phase transition in the compound, in order to retain the ambient crystal-structure symmetry, CrO 6 need to expand, while LiO 6 compresses. In isostructural compound LiCoO 2 , also, based on Li-O and Co-O bond distances, the highly incompressible behavior of the CoO 6 octahedra has been reported, while it is the LiO 6 octahedra that essentially gets compressed and are responsible for the compressibility of the compound [33] . From our results, we found a change in the axial compressibility beyond 17 GPa, where a clear slope change in c/a ratio is seen (Figure 7) . The FWHM of various diffraction peaks along with Cu peaks are shown in Figure 9 .
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The proper way to analyze the order of BM-EOS needed for fitting the experiment is by means of a transformation of the volume-pressure data into an f-F plot, i.e., Eulerian strain (f) versus normalized stress (F) plot [55] . Such plot gives a direct indication of the compression behavior. If the data points lie on a horizontal line of constant F then a second-order BM-EOS (B0' = 4) is needed to fit the data. If the data points lie on an inclined straight line, the data will be adequately described by a third-order BM-EOS. Positive or negative slopes imply B0' > 4 and B0' < 4, respectively. On the other hand, the intercept on the F axis corresponds to the value of ambient pressure bulk modulus, B0. From our experiments, a positive slope is obtained, as shown in Figure 10 ; i.e. the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus is larger than 4, which is indeed consistent with the results that were reported in the previous paragraph. Figure 11a ,b show a few representatives Raman spectra of LiCrO2 collected with MEW and Ne as pressure transmitting medium, respectively. The two strong Raman active modes that were observed at ambient pressure could be followed up to the highest The fitted bulk modulus (B 0 ) is 161(5) GPa with a pressure derivative of the bulk modulus (B 0 ) equal to 5.2(3), which is slightly higher than 149(1) GPa, the experimentally determined bulk modulus for the isostructural compound LiCoO 2 ( Table 3) .
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It is important to note that we have not observed any change in the Raman mode frequencies corresponding to Cr-O stretching and bending, which could suggest a change in the coordination of Cr from octahedral site to tetrahedral site. The two independent experiments give consistent results, as can be seen in Figure 12 , which shows the pressure dependence of two Raman mode frequencies, which can be expressed as Eg: ω(P) = 455.9 + 3.5 P − 0.005P 2 A1g: ω(P) = 588.7 + 4.1P − 0.07P 2
Where ω is the mode frequency in cm −1 and P is the pressure in GPa. The modes have been fitted by Lorentzian line shape functions to obtain the peak position. The two independent experiments give consistent results, as can be seen in Figure 12 , which shows the pressure dependence of two Raman mode frequencies, which can be expressed as E g : ω(P) = 455.9 + 3.5 P − 0.005P Note that the quadratic term in the above equations is very small. For the given experimental conditions, the integrated intensity remains nearly same from ambient pressure to 15 GPa. However, we do observe the narrowing down of Ag mode with pressures beyond 15 GPa in the hydrostatic data depicted in 10(b). Using this data along with value of zero pressure bulk modulus obtained from the present X-ray diffraction experiments, zero pressure mode Gruneisen parameter which is defined as is calculated and the values for the Eg and A1g mode are 1.07(2) and 1.18(2), respectively. Consequently, the influence of pressure on both modes is very similar. The corresponding values for isostructural compound LiCoO2 are 1.15 and 0.79. The smaller Gruneissen parameter of the Eg modes in LiCoO2 as compared with the other compounds remains an incognita. It is worth mentioning here that LiCoO2 was studied using nitrogen as pressure medium, which remains quasi-hydrostatic only up to 2.4 GPa [56] . This suggests that non-hydrostaticity [41] could have affected the results that were reported for LiCoO2. Future quasi-hydrostatic experiments would be beneficial to clarify this issue. On releasing the pressure completely, the original spectrum is recovered, corroborating the findings from XRD results. The present results highlight the structural stability of the LiCrO2 compound under pressure. In earlier measurements on the similar compound LiCoO2, a significant increase in the integrated intensity of the two modes was reported, which was reversible, ruling out the possibility of pressure induced reorientations of the sample. Those results suggested the possible changes in the electronic structure of the sample. However, in our present measurements on LiCrO2, no significant changes are observed in the integrated intensity of the two modes ruling out the possibility of any major electronic changes in the sample.
To further confirm the absence of any electronic changes induced by pressure in the sample, we carried out electrical resistance measurements on a well compacted sample of LiCrO2 up to 10 GPa. The results are shown in Figure 13 . Note that the quadratic term in the above equations is very small. For the given experimental conditions, the integrated intensity remains nearly same from ambient pressure to 15 GPa. However, we do observe the narrowing down of A g mode with pressures beyond 15 GPa in the hydrostatic data depicted in Figure 10b . Using this data along with value of zero pressure bulk modulus obtained from the present X-ray diffraction experiments, zero pressure mode Gruneisen parameter which is defined as
is calculated and the values for the E g and A 1g mode are 1.07(2) and 1.18(2), respectively. Consequently, the influence of pressure on both modes is very similar. The corresponding values for isostructural compound LiCoO 2 are 1.15 and 0.79. The smaller Gruneissen parameter of the E g modes in LiCoO 2 as compared with the other compounds remains an incognita. It is worth mentioning here that LiCoO 2 was studied using nitrogen as pressure medium, which remains quasi-hydrostatic only up to 2.4 GPa [56] . This suggests that non-hydrostaticity [41] could have affected the results that were reported for LiCoO 2 . Future quasi-hydrostatic experiments would be beneficial to clarify this issue. On releasing the pressure completely, the original spectrum is recovered, corroborating the findings from XRD results. The present results highlight the structural stability of the LiCrO 2 compound under pressure. In earlier measurements on the similar compound LiCoO 2 , a significant increase in the integrated intensity of the two modes was reported, which was reversible, ruling out the possibility of pressure induced reorientations of the sample. Those results suggested the possible changes in the electronic structure of the sample. However, in our present measurements on LiCrO 2 , no significant changes are observed in the integrated intensity of the two modes ruling out the possibility of any major electronic changes in the sample. To further confirm the absence of any electronic changes induced by pressure in the sample, we carried out electrical resistance measurements on a well compacted sample of LiCrO 2 up to 10 GPa. The results are shown in Figure 13 . The initial fall of the resistance up to 3 GPa is typical of measurements in the Bridgman press. Such a phenomenon is usually due to the improvement of the ohmic contact formation between the leads and the sample in the initial stage of compression. On the other hand, the behavior of the resistance beyond 3 GPa corresponds to the intrinsic semiconducting behavior of the sample, which shows a monotonic decrease in the resistance, followed by almost a constant value beyond 4 GPa. This kind of behavior indicates no major pressure-induced changes in the electronic structure of the sample [57] . The behavior of the resistance with pressure therefore confirms that there are no major changes in the electronic structure of LiCrO2 up to 10 GPa.
Summary
To summarize, the structural, vibrational, and electronic behavior of LiCrO2 under pressure has been investigated. All three techniques indicate the structural stability of the compound in the pressure range explored. A detailed structural analysis reveals the compression of LiO6 octahedra, whereas CrO6 octahedral units expand. However, the overall effect of pressure on the unit cell is the volume reduction. The analysis of the structural data shows an anomaly in the c/a ratio, which is also reflected in the FWHM of the Bragg peaks. The frequency of the two Raman modes of LiCrO2 increases with pressure. The corresponding pressure coefficients and Grüneisen parameters have been determined. On pressure release both X-ray diffraction and Raman data show the reversibility of the sample behavior. The determination of polyhedral and unit-cell compressibilities and the correlation of this information with the study of pressure effects in lattice vibrations is a step forward in extending the understanding of the structural and mechanical properties of LiCrO2. Finally, Raman and resistance measurements suggest that little changes occur in the electronic structure of LiCrO2 under pressure. Author Contributions: conceptualization, sample synthesis and data analysis, A.B.G. and D.E; Raman Measurements, R.R, S.K. and J.P.; XRD data collection D.E., J.P., D.M., and C.P.; Single crystal synthesis, M.B. The manuscript is written through contributions of all authors. All authors have given approval to the final version of the manuscript. The authors declare no competing financial interest. The initial fall of the resistance up to 3 GPa is typical of measurements in the Bridgman press. Such a phenomenon is usually due to the improvement of the ohmic contact formation between the leads and the sample in the initial stage of compression. On the other hand, the behavior of the resistance beyond 3 GPa corresponds to the intrinsic semiconducting behavior of the sample, which shows a monotonic decrease in the resistance, followed by almost a constant value beyond 4 GPa. This kind of behavior indicates no major pressure-induced changes in the electronic structure of the sample [57] . The behavior of the resistance with pressure therefore confirms that there are no major changes in the electronic structure of LiCrO 2 up to 10 GPa.
To summarize, the structural, vibrational, and electronic behavior of LiCrO 2 under pressure has been investigated. All three techniques indicate the structural stability of the compound in the pressure range explored. A detailed structural analysis reveals the compression of LiO 6 octahedra, whereas CrO 6 octahedral units expand. However, the overall effect of pressure on the unit cell is the volume reduction. The analysis of the structural data shows an anomaly in the c/a ratio, which is also reflected in the FWHM of the Bragg peaks. The frequency of the two Raman modes of LiCrO 2 increases with pressure. The corresponding pressure coefficients and Grüneisen parameters have been determined. On pressure release both X-ray diffraction and Raman data show the reversibility of the sample behavior. The determination of polyhedral and unit-cell compressibilities and the correlation of this information with the study of pressure effects in lattice vibrations is a step forward in extending the understanding of the structural and mechanical properties of LiCrO 2 . Finally, Raman and resistance measurements suggest that little changes occur in the electronic structure of LiCrO 2 under pressure.
